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 The term “ environmental refugee”
appeared in 1985, as a meaning,
which is close to the characteristics
of a refugee. In 1985, Ei Hinnawi
defined the environmental refugees
in a report of the Environment
Programe of the United Nations , as
the people "who were forced to
abandon their family homes,
temporarily or permanently,
because of a environmental
disturbance (either physical or one
caused by people) which endangers
their existence or has a serious
impact on their quality of life.





The categorization of environmental refugees that
was later adopted related them to three categories.

1. The first includes people, that immigrate
temporarily, because of a temporary
environmental pressure e.g. floods, droughts.

2. The second contains the people, who immigrate
permanently from one area within the limits of
their country because of a permanent
environmental disruption e.g. construction of
dams, mining.

3. The third contains those individuals or groups
who relocate temporarily or permanently due to
a gradual degradation of the environment e.g.
desertification, sea level rise.





1.SOUTH ASIA

i. Hurricane Katrina in 2005 killed 1,300 
people

ii. The floods in Bangladesh, in  summer 
of 2007 were disastrous

iii. In May of 2008, the cyclone "Nargis" 
had as a result thousands of deaths 
and 1 million homeless people in 
Myanmar





2. AFRICA

 Climate change is
considered to be one of the
factors that caused the
situation in Darfur and the
conflict in the Somali
Peninsula.





3. LATIN AMERICA

 At the mercy of hurricanes. The
Caribbean and Central America are
already affected by massive hurricanes
and extreme weather events
associated with El Ninio





4. CENTRAL ASIA

 The bossy regimes in the region –less 
affected by the impacts of climate 
change-will become more powerful
because of the mineral wealth they 
own. But lack of water is noticeable. 
Water scarcity already affects
agriculture and electricity production. 





5. Arctic
While ice melts, tensions are increasing.

The speed with which the ice melts will
have results of great geostrategical
importance, since it will make it possible
for people to reach new deposits of
mineral resources and will open new paths
for trade. New conflicts will be triggered,
since many countries are already trying to
secure interests in the region.







Vamvoukaki Emmanouela

Vergetaki Georgia

Vergetaki Pelina

Vereraki Antonia

Fasoulaki Maria
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